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We report on the realization of a mixture of fermionic 161Dy and fermionic 40K where both
species are deep in the quantum-degenerate regime. Both components are spin-polarized in their
absolute ground states, and the low temperatures are achieved by means of evaporative cooling
of the dipolar dysprosium atoms together with sympathetic cooling of the potassium atoms. We
describe the trapping and cooling methods, in particular the final evaporation stage, which leads to
Fermi degeneracy of both species. Analyzing cross-species thermalization we obtain an estimate of
the magnitude of the inter-species s-wave scattering length at low magnetic field. We demonstrate
magnetic levitation of the mixture as a tool to ensure spatial overlap of the two components. The
properties of the Dy-K mixture make it a very promising candidate to explore the physics of strongly
interacting mass-imbalanced Fermi-Fermi mixtures.
I. INTRODUCTION
Strongly interacting systems composed of imbalanced
fermions offer an increased complexity as compared to
the balanced case by adding effective exchange interac-
tion and dissimilar dispersion of the constituents. The
physics emanating from new pairing mechanisms is rather
enriched compared to the standard population and mass
balanced case, described by the established Bardeen-
Cooper-Schrieffer (BCS) attractive interaction [1]. Ap-
pearing in various fields, such systems have been pre-
dicted to generate exotic pairing such as breached and in-
homogeneous pairing, the last exhibiting a spatially vary-
ing order parameter [2]. In nuclear physics the possibil-
ity for neutron-proton correlations and Cooper pair con-
densation has been investigated in several contexts rang-
ing from heavy-ion collisions to astrophysical processes
[3]. Inhomogeneous superconductivity has been argued
to exist for asymmetric nuclear matter in supernovae and
neutron stars [4]. In quantum chromodynamics, a phe-
nomena coined color inhomogeneous superconductivity
is expected to take place [5–9]. Because of its ubiquity
such states of matter are also discussed and searched for
in condensed matter physics, where experimentally favor-
able systems include heavy-fermion, organic or high-T c
superconductors [5].
In the context of ultracold two-component Fermi gases
some exotic phases like the paradigmatic Fulde-Ferrell-
Larkin-Ovchinnikov (FFLO) [10–12], Sarma [13] as well
as interior [14] and exterior gap breached-pair phases [15],
have been theorized. Specifically the FFLO phase seems
to be experimentally achievable in mass-imbalanced sys-
tems at unitarity, because of the higher superfluid
transition temperature [16–19] relative to the equal-
mass case. In general the mass-imbalanced strongly-
interacting fermionic mixtures based on cold atoms, as
a result of the generated Fermi surfaces and single par-
ticle dispersion mismatch, exhibit a rich phase diagram,
which includes a Lifshitz point and population dependent
asymmetry [20–23]. Such systems can be also employed
to study itinerant ferromagnetism [24], a phenomenon
where microscopic understanding is still evolving [25]. As
a further example, a crystalline phase of weakly bound
molecules consisting of heavy and light fermions has been
predicted [26], countering the intuitive expectation of a
gas phase.
Fermionic mixtures of ultracold atoms are also well
suited to tackle impurity physics and the polaron prob-
lem [24]. One open aspect is an impurity coupled to a
non-equilibrium Fermi gas, where multicomponent cold
gases are well suited to explore the non-equilibrium An-
derson catastrophe and the influence of the environment
on the impurity dynamics [27, 28]. Fermionic mixtures
made out of different atomic species additionally allow
for the use of a species-selective optical lattices [29]. This
handle opens the possibility in multicomponent systems
for the realization of Kondo-related physics in transport
measurements [30]. It should also be emphasized that
two-component Fermi gases also offer a variety of in-
teresting few-body effects such as atom-dimer resonant
scattering [31, 32] and confinement-induced Efimov res-
onances in systems with mixed dimensionality [33].
Up to now the 40K-6Li mixture has represented the
only tunable mixture of fermionic species realized in the
laboratory [34–37]. The mass ratio makes this combi-
nation in principle attractive for pursuing many of the
above goals. In this system, effects of strong interactions
near Feshbach resonances (FR) have been observed in hy-
drodynamic expansion [38], in impurity physics [39–41],
and in three-body interactions [32]. However, at reso-
nant interspecies interaction, this mixture suffers from
lifetime limitations owing to the narrow character of the
FR [42, 43]. The width of the FR, together with Pauli
suppression of few-body collisions [44–49], is a prereq-
uisite for achieving long lifetimes in strongly interact-
ing fermionic atomic mixtures and weakly bound dimers
made of fermionic atoms. This enhanced stability against
inelastic decay has been observed in numerous experi-
ments of both single species [50–54] and recently also in
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2dual species experiments [55]. This facilitated the re-
alization and exploration of numerous research avenues,
including molecular Bose-Einstein condensation, BEC-
BCS crossover physics, the unitary Fermi gas, and su-
perfluid pairing [56–58].
Here we introduce a new mass-imbalanced Fermi-Fermi
mixture, namely the dysprosium-potassium (Dy-K) mix-
ture [59]. For creating a Fermi-Fermi mixture, a num-
ber of combinations could be selected from the vari-
ety of chemical elements that have been brought to
Fermi degeneracy [60–69]. The important criteria to ad-
here to are: (i) mass ratio well below 13.6 to suppress
Efimov-related losses [49] (ii) tunable interactions, and
(iii) collisional stability [55]. Complying with these cri-
teria narrows down the possible combinations to 161Dy-
40K, 163Dy-40K, 167Er-40K and 53Cr-6Li. We have cho-
sen specifically the Dy-K combination, anticipating a fa-
vorable scattering spectrum, which is on one hand not
chaotic, but it is conveniently dense, extrapolating from
[70]. We note that, combinations utilizing a closed-shell
fermion (171Yb,173Yb or 87Sr) in its electronic ground
state with an alkali atom offer only extremely narrow
resonances [71, 72], and therefore are not suited for our
purpose.
In this article, we present the preparation and cool-
ing of a Fermi-Fermi mixture of 161Dy and 40K atoms,
reaching deep quantum degeneracy for both species. In
Sec. II, we first summarize the laser cooling procedures
that provide the starting conditions for subsequent evap-
oration. In Sec. III, we then report our main results. We
first demonstrate deep cooling of spin-polarized 161Dy
based on universal dipolar scattering. Then we investi-
gate cooling of a mixture of 161Dy with 40K, where the K
component is cooled sympathetically by thermal contact
with Dy. We also demonstrate the effect of magnetic lev-
itation as an interesting tool for future experiments, and
we present a first measurement of the interspecies scat-
tering cross section. In Sec. IV, we finally give a brief
outlook on future steps to realize a strongly interacting,
mass-imbalanced fermionic mixture.
II. LASER COOLING AND DIPOLE TRAP
LOADING
In this Section, we summarize the laser-cooling steps
in our experimental sequence, which prepare the start-
ing point for subsequent evaporative cooling in an op-
tical dipole trap. In Sec. II A we describe the loading
of dysprosium and potassium atoms into two respective
magneto-optical traps (MOTs). In Sec. II B we discuss
the procedure used to transfer the atoms into a large-
volume optical dipole trap, where they coexist in a mix-
ture.
A. Magneto-optical traps
Our dysprosium preparation scheme is similar to the
one described in Refs. [73, 74]. As a source of Dy atoms,
we use a high-temperature effusion oven operating at
about 1000◦C combined with a Zeeman slower operat-
ing on the broad line (natural linewidth of 32 MHz) at
421 nm. Dy atoms are collected in a MOT operating
on the narrow (Γ626 = 2pi × 135 kHz) intercombination
transition at 626 nm. Further details on the apparatus
can be found in Appendix A. The MOT uses a mag-
netic field gradient of about 2 G/cm along the strong
vertical axis. We use 35 mm diameter (1/e2 intensity
drop) beams, with an intensity of 170 Isat,626 per beam
(where Isat,626 = 72 µW cm
−2 is the saturation inten-
sity of the 626 nm line). The laser is detuned by a few
MHz to the red of the transition [75] and subsequently
spectrally broadened by a high-efficiency electro-optical
modulator to increase the loading efficiency [74]. Using
these parameters we typically load 5×107 atoms of 161Dy
atoms in 3 s. After loading, the MOT is compressed
by abruptly switching off the spectral broadening and,
within 170 ms, ramping the detuning closer to resonance,
the power down to I ≈ 0.5 Isat,626, and the gradient of
magnetic field down to 1.4 G/cm. The atoms are then
held in the compressed MOT for 80 ms. During this hold
time, the Dy atoms are naturally optically pumped into
the stretched state |F = 21/2,mF = −21/2〉 [73]. The
temperature after the compressed MOT is approximately
8 µK.
The source of K atoms is a two-dimensional MOT in
a glass cell, connected to the main chamber via a dif-
ferential pumping tube, similarly to [37]. In the cham-
ber the atoms are collected in a three-dimensional MOT
operating on the D2 line at a wavelength of 767 nm.
The K MOT beams combine the cooler and repumper
frequencies (the latter being created by a free-space
electro-optical modulator). They have an intensity of
Icool = 6 Isat,767 and Irep = 0.3 Isat,767, and are detuned
by δcool = −4.4 Γ767 and δrep = −2.7 Γ767 relative to the
F = 9/2 → F ′ = 11/2 and F = 7/2 → F ′ = 9/2 tran-
sitions, respectively. Here Isat,767 = 1.75 mW cm
−2 is
the saturation intensity of the D2 line of K, and Γ767 its
natural linewidth. The gradient of magnetic field is set
to 9.6 G/cm along the strong axis. We typically load the
MOT for 3 s, which gives 2 × 106 atoms of 40K. Once
loaded, the K MOT is compressed by simultaneously
ramping up the gradient of magnetic field to 25 G/cm,
ramping down the detunings to δcool = −1.1 Γ767 and
δrep = 0 and the powers down to Icool = 0.5 Isat,767 and
Irep ≈ 0.01 Isat,767, all in 4 ms. At the end of the com-
pressed MOT phase the temperature of the K cloud is
110(30) µK. We then perform gray molasses cooling on
the D1 line, which allows us to lower this temperature to
approximately 30 µK. Details on the gray molasses stage
are given in Appendix C.
3B. Sequential dipole trap loading
The transfer of atoms from a MOT or a molasses into
an optical dipole trap is a common procedure in cold-
atom experiments. The optimum transfer strategy de-
pends on the particular properties of the atomic species
and on the cooling scheme applied prior to the dipole
trap loading. In many dual-species experiment, however,
the optimum loading conditions for both components are
incompatible with each other, such that a sequential load-
ing scheme is necessary. In the case of Dy and K atoms,
the main constraint is imposed by the vastly different
gradient of the magnetic field required in the respective
MOTs. Indeed, the larger gradient used to load K atoms
would induce a strong compression of the Dy cloud, which
in turn would lead to large losses. We therefore sequen-
tially load the K atoms and then the Dy atoms into a
reservoir optical dipole trap (RDT).
The RDT is created by two intersecting beams derived
from a single, longitudinally multimode, fiber laser (IPG
YLR-100-LP, wavelength 1070 nm) and crossing in the
horizontal plane under an angle of 18◦; see Fig. 1. The
RDT is already switched on during the K-MOT stage,
with a power per beam of 11.5 W, corresponding to a
depth UKRDT/kB = 260 µK. After compression of the
K MOT (Sec. II A), the atoms are transferred into the
RDT, while being cooled by the gray molasses (App. C).
We typically load 5× 105 40K atoms, corresponding to a
transfer efficiency of 20%, at a temperature of 33(1) µK
[76].
After the gray molasses, a 0.8 ms laser pulse is applied
to optically pump the atoms in the |F = 9/2,mF =
−9/2〉 state. The pulse has σ− polarization with a small
admixture of pi polarization, and has frequency com-
ponents resonant with the D1 transitions F = 7/2 →
F ′ = 9/2 and F = 9/2 → F ′ = 7/2, such that the
|F = 9/2,mF = −9/2〉 state is a dark state. During
the pulse, the gradient of magnetic field is turned off
and a homogeneous field of approximately 1 G is applied
along the direction of the beam. The optical pumping
only has a minor effect on the temperature of the cloud:
We measure an increase of the temperature on the order
of 1 µK. To check the polarization of the K sample we
perform resonant absorption imaging at high magnetic
field (155 G), where the splittings between the different
|F,mF 〉 → |F ′,mF ′ = mF +1〉 transitions are large com-
pared with the natural linewidth. After the pulse we still
observe approximately 10% of atoms left in |9/2,−7/2〉.
We then load the Dy MOT for 3 s, while holding
the K atoms in the RDT. As we start loading Dy, the
power of the RDT is increased, resulting in a depth
UDyRDT/kB ≈ 110 µK for Dy and UKRDT/kB ≈ 360 µK
for K [77]. This compression increases the temperature
of K to 37(2) µK. Since the Dy MOT forms below the
zero of the quadrupole magnetic field, it is spatially sepa-
rated from the K cloud and does not affect the lifetime of
the K atoms in the dipole trap, which is measured to be
4 s. Finally, the compression of the Dy MOT (Sec. II A)
FIG. 1. Optical dipole traps scheme. The two beams of the
large volume RDT propagate in the horizontal x-y-plane and
intersect under an angle of 18◦, while the two orthogonal
beams of the CDT propagate in the x-z-plane. The lower
right scheme shows a view from the top.
moves it upward, such that it overlaps with the RDT,
where Dy atoms are transferred. At this stage the cen-
tral region of the RDT typically contains 107 Dy atoms
at a temperature of 17(1) µK, corresponding to a loading
efficiency of 10%, and approximately 2× 105 K atoms at
a temperature of 28(2) µK. The fact that the temper-
ature of the K sample decreases during the 3 s hold in
the RDT is also observed in the absence of Dy and is
presumably an effect of plain evaporation allowed by the
remaining spin polarization imperfection. We do not ob-
serve interspecies thermalization on the considered time
scale at this point.
At the end of the Dy MOT stage, all resonant light
is switched off and the gradient of magnetic field is set
to zero. A homogeneous magnetic field of approximately
430 mG is applied along the vertical direction to define a
quantization axis and to maintain the polarization of the
two clouds. At this point, we do not observe any popula-
tion in higher spin states of K and Dy, which we attribute
to rapid intraspecies and interspecies dipolar relaxation.
The conditions after the loading of both species in the
RDT are summarized in Tab. I.
III. EVAPORATIVE COOLING
In this Section, we present our main results on
evaporative cooling down to deep degeneracy of both
fermionic species. We evaporatively cool fully spin-
polarized Dy [67, 78] (see also related work on fermionic
4TABLE I. Cloud parameters after transfer into the RDT. The
given parameters describe the cloud in the RDT immediately
after the Dy MOT is turned off. URDT refers to the depth of
the optical potential, npeak to the peak density in the center of
the trap, PSD to the phase-space density. The errors in npeak
and in the PSD results from the propagation of the errors in
N and T , whereas the systematic errors in URDT and in ω¯ are
not propagated.
161Dy 40K
ω¯/2pi 154(6) Hz 558(22) Hz
URDT/kB 110(8) µK 360(20) µK
N 1.2(1)× 107 2.0(2)× 105
T 17(1) µK 28(2) µK
npeak 2.2(3)× 1013 cm−3 1.2(2)× 1012 cm−3
PSD 8(2)× 10−4 1.7(4)× 10−4
Er [68, 79]), relying solely on universal dipolar scatter-
ing [80]. The K component, for which the optical trap
is much deeper, is cooled sympathetically. This cooling
scheme is closely related to earlier experiments on the at-
tainment of quantum degeneracy in Yb-Li mixtures [81]
and on Yb-Rb mixtures [82, 83], where the heavy lan-
thanide species experiences a shallower trapping poten-
tial than the light alkali species. As in our work, evapora-
tive cooling acts on the heavier species, which then cools
the lighter one in a sympathetic way. The main differ-
ence to our work is the origin of elastic collisions among
the heavier atoms, which in the Yb cooling scenarios re-
sult from s-wave collisions between identical bosons or
non-identical fermions, and not from universal dipolar
scattering between identical fermions.
We employ a sequence of two optical dipole traps. A
first evaporative cooling step is performed in the RDT.
Atoms are then transferred into the main dipole trap,
where evaporative cooling continues. In Secs. III B and
III C, we characterize the evaporation process in two
situations: We first describe the evaporation of 161Dy
atoms alone, and then the evaporation of the mixture.
In Sec. III D we discuss the effect of gravity and its com-
pensation by a levitation field. Finally, in Sec. III E we
show the results of an interspecies thermalization mea-
surement, from which we give an estimate of the inter-
species s-wave scattering cross section, a quantity of pri-
mary importance in the efficiency of the simultaneous
cooling of the two species.
A. Transfer from reservoir into main dipole trap
With the phase-space density reaching values in the
10−4 range for each species, the RDT provides favorable
starting conditions for evaporative cooling. However, the
large waist of the beams forming the RDT does not allow
us to maintain a large enough collision rate in this trap
when its power is lowered. Besides this, as a technical
TABLE II. Starting conditions for the evaporation in the
CDT. Ncenter gives the number of atoms in the central re-
gion of the trap, while Narms corresponds to the atom number
trapped outside the region where the two beams cross, in the
arms of the potential. UCDT refers to the depth of the optical
potential created by he CDT, npeak to the peak density and
PSD stands for phase-space density. As in Table II, the errors
in npeak and in the PSD is obtained from the errors in N in
T only.
161Dy 40K
ω¯/2pi 456(18) Hz 1460(60) Hz
UCDT/kB 130(5) µK 419(17) µK
Ncenter;Narms 1.8(1)× 106; 3.0(3)× 106 6.4(4)× 104 ; ∼ 105
T 24(1) µK 28(1) µK
npeak 6.2(5)× 1013 cm−3 9.9(8)× 1012cm−3
PSD 1.4(2)× 10−3 1.5(2)× 10−3
issue, the RDT is created by a longitudinally multimode
laser, where evaporation of Dy is known to be hindered by
heating processes [84, 85]. We therefore perform a two-
step evaporation: After a first evaporation ramp taking
place in the RDT the atoms are transferred into a tighter
crossed dipole trap (CDT), where the evaporative cooling
continues.
The CDT is created by a longitudinally single-mode
Nd:YAG laser (Mephisto MOPA 18 NE) at 1064 nm.
The configuration of dipole traps is depicted in Fig. 1.
One beam of the CDT overlaps in the horizontal plane
with one beam of the RDT and has a waist of approxi-
mately 30 µm, while the second beam propagates along
the vertical axis and has a waist around 60 µm.
During the first 20 ms after completion of the RDT
loading, the power of the RDT is kept fixed while the
powers in the horizontal and vertical beams of the CDT
are ramped up from 0 to 1.6 W and 0.7 W, respectively.
This results in a depth of approximately 54 µK for Dy,
and of 174 µK for K. From that point, as illustrated in
Fig. 2, the power of the RDT is reduced in an expo-
nential ramp to 1.6 W per beam in 100 ms, while the
power in the horizontal beam of the CDT is ramped up
to 3.5 W. The power in the vertical beam is kept con-
stant during this time. At the end of these ramps, the
RDT is turned off. At its full power, the CDT has a
depth UDyCDT/kB = 130 µK and the trap frequencies are
[ωx, ωy, ωz] = 2pi × [88, 1040, 1037] Hz for Dy. Typically,
2× 106 Dy atoms and 6.5× 104 K atoms are loaded into
the CDT, with a temperature of 24(1) µK for Dy and
28(1) µK for K. The phase-space density after the trans-
fer is on the order of 10−3 for both Dy and K. The cloud
parameters immediately after transfer into the CDT, i.e.
the starting conditions for the subsequent evaporative
cooling, are summarized in Tab. II.
5FIG. 2. Evaporative cooling sequence. Power in the RDT
(blue) and in the horizontal (red) and vertical (orange) beam
of the CDT. The origin of time (t = 0) corresponds to the start
of the evaporation in the CDT. The power in the RDT and in
the horizontal beam of the CDT are decreased in exponential
ramps. The sequence is identical for the pure Dy cloud and
for the Dy-K mixture.
B. Evaporative cooling of a pure 161Dy cloud
We now turn to the second phase of the evaporation,
which is carried out in the CDT. We first consider the
efficiency of the evaporative cooling of pure 161Dy, i.e. in
the absence of K atoms. As soon as the RDT is switched
off, the evaporation ramp is started. The magnetic field
is kept at 430 mG, thus avoiding crossing any major Fes-
hbach resonance [86]. The evolution of the power in the
two dipole traps is depicted in Fig. 2 and is optimized
in terms of the final temperature ratio T/TF achieved,
where kBTF = h¯ω¯ (6N)
1/3
is the Fermi temperature (in
the following, we use the atom number in the central re-
gion of the CDT to calculate TF ). We adopt a standard
evaporation scheme in which the power in the horizontal
beam of the dipole trap is decreased while the power in
the vertical one is increased [87–90]. The power in the
horizontal beam of the CDT is lowered in an exponen-
tial ramp to 150 mW within 15 s, while the power in the
vertical beam is first increased linearly to 1.17 W within
10 s and then to 1.75 W within 5 s.
Figure 3 shows a time-of-flight image of the degener-
ate cloud obtained at the end of the evaporation ramp
(a brief description of our imaging scheme is presented
in Appendix B). The two panels on the right show cuts
along two orthogonal axes through the 2D density pro-
file. The solid red lines result from a fit of the den-
sity profile by a polylogarithmic function. We obtain
8 × 104 atoms at a temperature of 60(10) nK, corre-
sponding to T/TF = 0.085(10). The trap depth at this
point is U = kB × 720 nK and the trap frequencies are
[ωx, ωy, ωz] = 2pi× [133, 248, 176] Hz, both calculated in-
cluding the effect of gravity. The peak number density is
1.6× 1014 cm−3.
In Figure 4 we show the evolution of the atom num-
ber in the central region of the trap, of the temperature
T and of the ratio T/TF during the evaporation in the
CDT. After approximately 10 s, we observe a change of
slope in the evolution of the atom number in the central
region, see Fig. 4(a). We attribute this effect to the pres-
ence of atoms in the arms of the trapping potential. At
t = 0, around 3 × 106 trapped Dy atoms are present in
the horizontal arms. In the first 10 s, these atoms are
then preferentially evaporated, cooling also the cloud in
the central region. After 10 s, the arms of the trap are
found to be empty and from that point on, the evap-
oration takes place in the central region of the poten-
tial only. The initial fast gain in phase-space density
(PSD ∝ (T/TF )−3) associated with the slow decrease of
the atom number in the central region suggests that the
atoms in the arms play an important role in the efficiency
of the forced evaporative cooling.
The temperatures shown in Fig. 4(b) are extracted
from the observed column density profiles by Gaussian
fits or by polylogarithmic fits. The first ones are applied
at higher temperatures, the second ones at lower temper-
ature. The fit by a polylogarithmic profile provides two
parameters: the size σ, related to the temperature T ,
and the fugacity ζ. The Fermi temperature is obtained
from the measured atom number and the calculated av-
eraged trap frequency. The fugacity on the other side
gives direct access to T/TF = [−6Li(−ζ)]−1/3. The ratio
T/TF shown in Fig. 4(c) is obtained from the measured
T and the calculated TF . A comparison with the sec-
ond method using the fugacity is presented in the inset
for the lowest temperatures achieved, and shows good
agreement between the two methods. The change be-
tween the Gaussian and polylogarithmic fit models hap-
pens for T/TF ≈ 1. The ratio T/TF levels off after 14 s
of evaporation. At this point, the trap depth is on the
order of the Fermi energy EF = kBTF and we enter the
spilling regime, where efficient evaporation stops.
In Fig. 4(b) we compare the measured temperature T
with the calculated trap depth U (where the effect of
gravity is taken into account). We find that the forced
evaporation is well characterized by a truncation param-
eter η = U/kBT ≈ 7 throughout the whole evaporation
process.
The trapping potential created by the CDT is de-
formed by gravity. In particular, the trap depth is re-
duced and, in the very final stage of the evaporation,
the trap frequency along the vertical axis is lowered. In
our scheme, after 14 s of evaporation, the depth of the
CDT is reduced from 5.3 µK (depth without gravity) to
720 nK, and the trap frequency along the vertical axis
is reduced from 210 Hz to 176 Hz. The reduction of the
trap depth is actually beneficial for the evaporative cool-
ing [91]. Indeed, the reduction achieved by decreasing
the laser power is inherently accompanied by a lower-
ing of the trapping frequencies, which in turn implies a
6FIG. 3. Deep evaporative cooling of pure 161Dy. The density
profile on the left-hand side is an average of ten absorption
images of clouds of approximately 8× 104 161Dy atoms taken
after 14 s of evaporation in the CDT and a subsequent release
from the trap (time of flight of 10 ms). The images on the
right-hand side show cuts through the two-dimensional opti-
cal depth along the x- and y-axes. The solid lines show the
corresponding profiles resulting from a two-dimensional poly-
logarithmic fit. From the fit we extract T/TF = 0.085(10).
lower collision rate and a less efficient evaporative cool-
ing. Gravity reduces the trap depth essentially without
affecting the confinement strength of the trap (the lower-
ing of the trap frequencies only appears at very low trap
depth), and allows us to maintain a higher collision rate
at low trap depths.
We achieved the lowest temperature T/TF = 0.085(10)
after 14 s of evaporation. For longer evaporation times
the decreasing trap depth reaches the Fermi energy and
we observe spilling of the dysprosium cloud. As in earlier
work on evaporative cooling of fermions (see e.g. [92]), we
find that the optimal cooling is achieved just before the
onset of spilling.
C. Evaporative cooling of the 161Dy-40K mixture
We now characterize the combined cooling of the
Fermi-Fermi mixture. Starting with both components
loaded into the RDT, the experimental procedure is iden-
tical to the one described for Dy alone, as we find that it
also provides the best results for the mixture, provided
that the K atom number is kept small (typically, MOT
loading time shorter than 3 s, resulting in a final atom
number of a few 103). Indeed we observe that an in-
crease of the K atom number (achieved by extending the
K MOT loading) compromises the cooling of the Dy sam-
ple. As before, the strength of the magnetic field is set
to 430 mG.
We first describe the process of evaporative cooling.
The atom number in the central region of the trap and
FIG. 4. Evaporative cooling of 161Dy. Atom number, tem-
perature and temperature ratio T/TF of the pure dysprosium
cloud during the evaporation of the CDT. In figures (b) and
(c), red diamonds show the temperature extracted from a
Gaussian fit of the column density, while blue points are ex-
tracted from a polylogarithmic fit. In (b), the solid black
line shows the calculated trap depth reduced by a factor of
seven. In (c) figure the inset shows a zoom-in on the final part
of the evaporation ramp. Blue circles show the temperature
ratio T/TF obtained from the size of the polylogarithm fit,
while black triangles show the ratio obtained from the fitted
fugacity through the relation T/TF = [−6Li(ζ)]−1/3. In all
figures, the error bars show the standard error derived from
ten repetitions. The time t = 0 refers to the beginning of the
evaporation in the CDT.
the temperature of the two samples in the CDT are shown
in Fig. 5. In these measurements, the atoms are held at
fixed power during 10 ms before a time of flight expansion
is performed. The behavior of the number of Dy atoms
is essentially the same as observed in the evaporation
of pure Dy, with the same change of slope after 10 s of
evaporation. The number of K atoms on the other hand
decreases very slowly, its final value being approximately
half the initial one. Given the deep potential seen by
the K atoms, we can exclude evaporation losses, and we
therefore attribute the decrease in K atom number to
7inelastic processes.
The equality of the two temperatures seen in Fig. 5(b)
demonstrates the efficiency of the sympathetic cooling.
However, we observe that the temperature of the K sam-
ple decouples after approximately 13 s in the evapora-
tion ramp from the temperature of the Dy component.
While the temperature of the Dy follows the evolution
of the trap depth, the K temperature decreases much
more slowly. As a consequence of this behavior, the ratio
TK/TF,K essentially levels off, at a value close to 0.2. This
observed decoupling is not an effect of the gravitational
sag [83], as we verified by applying a levitation field (see
Sec. III D). We speculate this is an effect of Pauli block-
ing in the deeply degenerate Dy cloud, which strongly
reduces the rate of elastic collisions between the species.
Further investigation is needed to understand the final
limitations of this cooling scheme.
Figure 6 shows our final cooling results for the evap-
oration ramped discussed before. The absorption im-
ages were taken after 14.2 s of evaporation and a time
of flight expansion of 2.5 ms for K and 7.5 ms for Dy.
The lower panel shows cuts through the 2D profile, and
the solid lines show the corresponding fits by a poly-
logarithmic function. We obtain 9 × 103 K atoms and
4.1 × 104 Dy atoms. At this point the two Fermi ener-
gies are calculated to be EF,K/kB = 1.13 µK for K and
EF,Dy/kB = 500 nK for Dy. We measure temperatures of
TK = 250(10) nK and TDy = 45(4) nK, respectively, cor-
responding to T/TF = 0.22(2) for K and T/TF = 0.09(1)
for Dy.
By varying the K MOT loading time we can control
the number of 40K atoms in the RDT and the result-
ing population ratio of the two species at the end of the
evaporation. Indeed, after the transfer in the RDT, the
K cloud is hotter than the Dy one and a larger number
of K atoms thus represents a larger heat load for the Dy
cloud, affecting its evaporation dynamics. For final num-
ber ratios NDy/NK from approximately 4 (corresponding
to the situation described in Figs. 5 and 6) down to 2, we
obtain similar cooling performance, with the two species
as cold as T/TF ≈ 0.2. Then, if we further reduce the
number ratio by increasing the initial number of K atoms,
the K component reaches lower TK/TF,K ratios at the ex-
pense of TDy/TF,Dy. The absolute temperatures TDy and
TK achieved actually only weakly depend on the popula-
tion imbalance. The main effect of the number ratio on
the respective T/TF comes from the dependence of the
Fermi temperature on the atom number. In the extreme
case where the Dy atom number is zero at the end of the
evaporation, we achieve T/TF ≈ 0.15 for K.
D. Effect of magnetic levitation
Mixing two species in an optical dipole potential re-
quires careful consideration of the effect of gravity [83].
The effect on the total potential seen by each species
is twofold: Its minimum is shifted in the vertical direc-
FIG. 5. Sympathetic cooling of 40K by the evaporatively
cooled 161Dy. Atom number, temperature and temperature
ratio T/TF of the
40K (red circles) and 161Dy (blue diamonds)
samples during the evaporation of the CDT. As in Figure 4,
the solid black line in (b) shows the trap depth for Dy reduced
by a factor 7. The error bars show the standard error derived
from ten repetitions. As in Figure 4, the time t = 0 refers to
the beginning of the final ramp of the CDT.
tion (referred to as gravitational sag), and its depth is
reduced. Because of the different masses and polarizabil-
ities, these two effects have different magnitudes for the
two species. In our mixture, gravity has a much stronger
effect on Dy than on K, because of both the larger mass
and the weaker polarizability. As discussed in Sec. III B,
when we reach optimum cooling results for Dy after 14s
of evaporation, the potential depth is reduced by gravity
to only 14% of the optical potential depth. In contrast,
the K trap depth is only reduced to 88% of the optical
potential depth. At the same point the potential seen by
the Dy atoms is shifted by approximately 7 µm, which is
already comparable to the size of the two clouds, while
the sag experienced by the K atoms is small (around
500 nm).
When considering a single paramagnetic species, the
common way to cancel the effect of gravity is to apply
8FIG. 6. Deep cooling of the 161Dy-40K mixture. Density pro-
file of a cloud of 161Dy (40K ) atoms after a time of flight
expansion of 7.5 ms (2.5 ms) for a ratio TDy/TF,Dy = 0.09(1)
(TK/TF,K = 0.22(2)). Atom numbers are NK = 9(1)×103 and
NDy = 4.1(4)×104. The upper panel shows the averaged col-
umn density of six images obtained with resonant absorption
imaging. The lower panels show cuts of the column density
along the x (top) and z (bottom) axes. The solid lines are
cuts of a 2D fit with a polylogarithmic function.
a gradient of magnetic field such that the spatially vary-
ing Zeeman energy creates a force opposing the gravita-
tional force [93, 94]. The atomic cloud is then levitated.
Because of their different magnetic dipole moments and
masses, the strength of the gradient of magnetic field
for levitation is different for two different atomic species.
Yet, there exists a “magic” value of the gradient such
that the gravitational sag of the two species is identical
for any power of the optical dipole trap [92]. In the case
of Dy and K, the much stronger dipole moment of Dy
atoms brings this “magic” value (2.69 G/cm) very close
to the value for the levitation of dysprosium (2.83 G/cm).
We demonstrate the effect of the levitation gradient by
performing the following experiment. We evaporate dys-
prosium atoms in the CDT down to a given final power of
the horizontal beam and turn on a levitation field when
the ramp of power reaches below a threshold value set to
0.3 W. We then hold the cloud in the trap for 100 ms and
finally release it for 8 ms. We extract the temperature
from a polylogarithmic fit to the two-dimensional den-
sity profile. The measured temperatures are presented in
Fig. 7. We observe that the evaporation essentially stops
FIG. 7. Effect of levitation on evaporative cooling. The tem-
perature of a cloud of Dy is measured during the evaporation
of the CDT in the absence of levitation (red diamonds) and
when the levitation fields are switched on below 0.3 W (blue
points). The solid green line is a fit of the temperature be-
low 0.30 W by an adiabatic cooling model assuming that the
temperature for a power Pf in the trap is proportional to the
average trap frequency ω¯ at this power: T (Pf ) = b ω¯(Pf ) (see
main text). The error bars show the standard error derived
from six repetitions.
when the levitation is turned on, which is a consequence
of the corresponding increase of the trap depth. With
decreasing power, the temperature still decreases slowly.
The green line in Fig. 7 is a fit of the temperature for
final powers lower than 0.3 W by a function of the form
T (Pf ) = b ω¯(Pf ), where ω¯(Pf ) is the calculated aver-
age trap frequency for a final trap power Pf , and b is a
fit parameter. The good agreement between the fit and
the measured temperatures shows that the decrease of
the temperature in the presence of levitation can be fully
attributed to the adiabatic opening of the confinement.
Levitation is an efficient technique to ensure the spa-
tial overlap of two species, and will be a very useful
tool in further experiments investigating the physics of
Fermi-Fermi mixtures, where full overlap of the two con-
stituents is required. Yet, in our scheme, even in the
absence of levitation the two species remain in thermal
contact throughout the evaporation ramp, as shown by
the efficiency of the sympathetic cooling. This means
that we can apply the levitation after the evaporation
ramp and benefit from both the positive effects of grav-
ity on evaporative cooling and of levitation on the spatial
overlap.
9E. Interspecies scattering cross section
To determine the cross section for elastic collisions be-
tween 161Dy and 40K atoms we perform an interspecies
thermalization measurement [95–97]. We interrupt the
evaporation process in the CDT when the power in the
horizontal beam reaches 350 mW. At this point, there are
no atoms left in the arms of the CDT. Then we recom-
press the trap by increasing the power in the horizontal
beam to 680 mW to stop plain evaporation. The two
atom numbers are NK ≈ 2×104 and NDy ≈ 105. The two
components are in the thermal regime and their tempera-
tures are equal, around 2 µK. The average trap frequency
is ω¯ = 2pi× 1007 Hz for K atoms, and the peak densities
are nK = 3.6 × 1013 cm−3 and nDy = 3.1 × 1013 cm−3.
We then suddenly displace the horizontal beam in the
vertical direction using an AOM and, after a time δt,
suddenly displace it back to its original position. Af-
ter this sequence of two trap displacements, we hold the
atoms in the CDT for a variable time and finally mea-
sure the temperature of the two components. By setting
δt = 2pi/ωDyz the energy injected in the Dy cloud by the
two successive kicks ideally vanishes, while it does not
for the K cloud. This kinetic energy of the K atoms is
transformed after some typical time τ in thermal energy
through collisions with Dy atoms. We measure this ther-
mal energy after a variable hold time by measuring the
size of the K cloud after a time of flight expansion. Fol-
lowing the model developed in [95] and considering the
zero energy limit for elastic collisions, the total collision
rate is obtained from Γcoll = σelvrelI, where σel is the
scattering cross section for elastic collisions between Dy
and K atoms, vrel is the mean relative velocity of two
colliding atoms and I =
∫
nKnDydV . The relation be-
tween the measured thermalization time τ and the total
collision rate is described in Appendix D.
Figure 8 shows a thermalization curve, where the mea-
sured size of the K sample is interpreted in terms of a
temperature [98]. The temperatures of the two species
approach each other as we hold the cloud in the trap.
Because of the number ratio NDy/NK ≈ 5, the dominant
effect is observed as a reduction of the K temperature,
while the Dy temperature only slightly increases. Our ob-
servation is consistent with a simple heat transfer from
the K sample to the Dy one. Atom numbers of both
species are constant on the time scale of the measure-
ment.
The temperatures of the two species enter in the value
of vrel and of the overlap integral I; see Appendix D.
It turns out that, given the mass and polarizability ra-
tios of Dy and K, the opposite effects of temperatures
on vrel and I nearly balance each other and thus lead to
an almost constant value of Γcoll for a temperature ra-
tio TK/TDy <∼ 2. Since at these temperatures the elastic
scattering cross section is almost constant, the measured
temperatures evolve in a quasi-exponential way during
the thermalization process. From an exponential fit of
the temperature of K for hold times larger than 80 ms
FIG. 8. Cross-species thermalization measurement. The tem-
peratures of the 40K (red diamonds) and 161Dy (blue circles)
are shown versus the hold time after the species-selective heat-
ing by the trap displacements (see text). The solid green line
is a fit of the temperature of the K atoms by an exponential
curve for a hold time bigger than 80 ms. The dashed line
extrapolates the fit.
we extract a thermalization time constant of τ = 130 ms.
This corresponds to an elastic scattering cross section of
σel ≈ 5.9 × 10−17 m2. We calculate the cross section
for elastic dipolar collisions between Dy and K atoms to
be two orders of magnitude smaller than the measured
cross section [99]. We therefore attribute the measured
cross section to the contact interaction and deduce the
corresponding scattering length |aDyK| ≈ 40 a0, with an
estimated error of 30% including all statistical and sys-
tematic errors.
IV. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
We have demonstrated how a deeply degenerate Fermi-
Fermi mixture of ultracold 161Dy and 40K atoms can
be efficiently produced in an optical dipole trap. The
cooling process relies on the evaporation of the spin-
polarized Dy component, with elastic collisions resulting
from universal dipolar scattering. The K component is
sympathetically cooled by elastic s-wave collisions with
Dy. In this way, we have reached conditions with about
4 × 104 Dy atoms and about 104 K atoms at tempera-
tures corresponding to ∼10% and ∼20% of the respective
Fermi temperature. This represents an excellent starting
point for future experiments aiming at the realization
of novel quantum phases and superfluid states in mass-
imbalanced fermionic mixtures.
The next challenge in our experiments will be the im-
plementation of interspecies interaction tuning by means
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of magnetically tuned Feshbach resonances [100]. Al-
though the particular interaction properties of our mix-
ture are yet unknown, one can expect many Feshbach
resonances to arise from the anisotropic electronic struc-
ture of the Dy atom [101, 102]. The key question, which
we will have to answer in near-future experiments, is
whether sufficiently broad Feshbach resonances exist to
facilitate interaction tuning along with a suppression of
inelastic losses. Reason for optimism is given by the fact
that rather broad Feshbach resonances have been found
in single-species experiments with Er and Dy [103–105].
If nature will be kind to us and provide us with a good
handle to control interactions in the resonant regime,
then the future will look very bright for novel superfluid
phases in Dy-K Fermi-Fermi mixtures. A very favorable
property of this mixture, as we pointed out already in
Ref. [77], is the fact that the polarizability ratio of the
two species in an infrared optical dipole trap nearly cor-
responds to the inverse mass ratio. This will allow to eas-
ily match the Fermi surfaces of both species even in the
inhomogeneous environment of a harmonic trap, and to
investigate pairing and superfluidity of unequal mass par-
ticles in the crossover from molecular BEC to a BCS-type
regime. Moreover, our preparation naturally produces a
situation with a majority of heavier atoms, which is ex-
actly what will be needed to realize FFLO states in mass-
and population-imbalanced fermionic mixtures [18, 19].
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Appendix A: Apparatus
Here we describe briefly our apparatus. We use two
independent and spatially separated atomic sources for
the two species, which provide collimated atomic beams
in the main vacuum chamber through two different ports.
As mentionned in Sec. II A, our source of Dy atoms con-
sists of a commercial high-temperature effusion oven op-
erating at about 1000◦C combined with a Zeeman slower.
The atomic flux through the Zeeman slower is increased
by a transverse cooling stage applied at the exit of the
oven, operating on the same broad transition as the Zee-
man slower.
The K source is a two-dimensional MOT in a glass
cell [106], loaded from the background pressure created
by commercial isotopically enriched K dispensers (Al-
vatec), placed directly inside the glass cell. The glass
cell is connected to the main vacuum chamber by a dif-
ferential pumping tube. The two-dimensional MOT op-
erates on the D2 line of K, and is created by two per-
pendicular retro-reflected elliptical laser beams and by
a two-dimensional quadrupole magnetic field realized by
two pairs of coils. The transversally cooled atoms are
trapped around the line of zero magnetic field, forming
a cigar-shaped cloud. An additional beam pushes the
cloud through the differential pumping tube in the main
chamber.
The K and Dy three-dimensional MOT beams are over-
lapped in a four fiber cluster, which distributes the light
to the four MOT beam paths. The MOTs are created by
two retro-reflected orthogonal beams in the horizontal
plane, and by two counter-propagating vertical beams.
The narrow character of the 626 nm line causes the Dy
cloud to sit below the zero of the magnetic field, hence
requiring the large diameter MOT beams (35 mm in our
case). The laser light at 626 nm is spectrally broadened
by a high-efficiency electro-optical modulator resonant at
104 kHz, which adds around 30 sidebands.
Appendix B: Imaging of the atomic cloud
The K and Dy atoms are imaged through the same
imaging set-up, on a single sCMOS camera (Andor Neo),
along an axis that lies in the horizontal plane (about 40◦
to the x-axis). We use resonant absorption imaging on
the D2 line of wavelength 767 nm for K, and on the
broad line at 421 nm for Dy. The two probe beams are
overlapped on a dichroic mirror and have σ− polariza-
tion. The imaging sequence involves four laser pulses
and one background picture: each species requires one
pulse to image the atoms followed by one normalization
pulse. The background picture without probe light is
taken in the end of the imaging sequence. From the mo-
ment where the CDT is switched off, we wait a time
corresponding to the time of flight for K, and shine the
pulse imaging K atoms for 10µs. We then wait a variable
time which sets the difference between the two values for
the time of flight applied to K and Dy, and shine the
pulse imaging Dy atoms for 10 µs. The minimum time
between the two pulses is 500 ns. The two normalization
pictures are taken 40 ms after the respective pictures of
the atoms. In both cases, the scattering cross section is
assumed to be the resonant cross section for a two-level
system.
Appendix C: Cooling 40K on the D1 line
After preparation in the MOTs, the K and Dy compo-
nents have very different temperatures. However, opti-
mal efficiency of the subsequent evaporative cooling stage
requires similar starting conditions for the two species. In
order to reach this situation, we perform after the MOT
stage sub-Doppler cooling of the K atoms in the form
of a gray molasses on the D1 line. While this cooling
technique has been demonstrated in free space [107], we
describe here its successful implementation in the pres-
ence of our large volume reservoir optical dipole trap
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<latexit sha1_base64="ztqYeTsMNsuinHBp9pEqNulK1Vo="> AAAC8XicjVLLSsNAFD2Nr1pfVZdugkVwVRIRdFnUhcsK9gFtkSSd1ti8mJkIpfgPbutK3PpF/oHiT3hnmoJafEzI5My599ybe++4SeA LaVkvOWNufmFxKb9cWFldW98obm7VRZxyj9W8OIh503UEC/yI1aQvA9ZMOHNCN2ANd3Cq7I1bxoUfR5dymLBO6PQjv+d7jiSq3j5jgX SuiiWrbOllzgI7AyVkqxoX39FGFzE8pAjBEEESDuBA0NOCDQsJcR2MiOOEfG1nuEOBtCl5MfJwiB3Q3qdTK2MjOquYQqs9yhLQy0lp Yo80Mflxwiqbqe2pjqzYn2KPdEz1b0P6ulmskFiJa2L/0k09/6tTtUj0cKxr8KmmRDOqOu+XHoyoq4J0se7oJFuqu6cqND9VL0mREKd wl+ycsKczTOdhao3QPVIzcLT9VXsqVp29zDfFm6qGLoL9feyzoH5Qtq2yfXFYqpxkVyKPHexin+Z+hArOUUWNYt/gHmM8GMIYG4/G08 TVyGWabXxZxvMHipyaXg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ztqYeTsMNsuinHBp9pEqNulK1Vo="> AAAC8XicjVLLSsNAFD2Nr1pfVZdugkVwVRIRdFnUhcsK9gFtkSSd1ti8mJkIpfgPbutK3PpF/oHiT3hnmoJafEzI5My599ybe++4SeA LaVkvOWNufmFxKb9cWFldW98obm7VRZxyj9W8OIh503UEC/yI1aQvA9ZMOHNCN2ANd3Cq7I1bxoUfR5dymLBO6PQjv+d7jiSq3j5jgX SuiiWrbOllzgI7AyVkqxoX39FGFzE8pAjBEEESDuBA0NOCDQsJcR2MiOOEfG1nuEOBtCl5MfJwiB3Q3qdTK2MjOquYQqs9yhLQy0lp Yo80Mflxwiqbqe2pjqzYn2KPdEz1b0P6ulmskFiJa2L/0k09/6tTtUj0cKxr8KmmRDOqOu+XHoyoq4J0se7oJFuqu6cqND9VL0mREKd wl+ycsKczTOdhao3QPVIzcLT9VXsqVp29zDfFm6qGLoL9feyzoH5Qtq2yfXFYqpxkVyKPHexin+Z+hArOUUWNYt/gHmM8GMIYG4/G08 TVyGWabXxZxvMHipyaXg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ztqYeTsMNsuinHBp9pEqNulK1Vo="> AAAC8XicjVLLSsNAFD2Nr1pfVZdugkVwVRIRdFnUhcsK9gFtkSSd1ti8mJkIpfgPbutK3PpF/oHiT3hnmoJafEzI5My599ybe++4SeA LaVkvOWNufmFxKb9cWFldW98obm7VRZxyj9W8OIh503UEC/yI1aQvA9ZMOHNCN2ANd3Cq7I1bxoUfR5dymLBO6PQjv+d7jiSq3j5jgX SuiiWrbOllzgI7AyVkqxoX39FGFzE8pAjBEEESDuBA0NOCDQsJcR2MiOOEfG1nuEOBtCl5MfJwiB3Q3qdTK2MjOquYQqs9yhLQy0lp Yo80Mflxwiqbqe2pjqzYn2KPdEz1b0P6ulmskFiJa2L/0k09/6tTtUj0cKxr8KmmRDOqOu+XHoyoq4J0se7oJFuqu6cqND9VL0mREKd wl+ycsKczTOdhao3QPVIzcLT9VXsqVp29zDfFm6qGLoL9feyzoH5Qtq2yfXFYqpxkVyKPHexin+Z+hArOUUWNYt/gHmM8GMIYG4/G08 TVyGWabXxZxvMHipyaXg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ztqYeTsMNsuinHBp9pEqNulK1Vo="> AAAC8XicjVLLSsNAFD2Nr1pfVZdugkVwVRIRdFnUhcsK9gFtkSSd1ti8mJkIpfgPbutK3PpF/oHiT3hnmoJafEzI5My599ybe++4SeA LaVkvOWNufmFxKb9cWFldW98obm7VRZxyj9W8OIh503UEC/yI1aQvA9ZMOHNCN2ANd3Cq7I1bxoUfR5dymLBO6PQjv+d7jiSq3j5jgX SuiiWrbOllzgI7AyVkqxoX39FGFzE8pAjBEEESDuBA0NOCDQsJcR2MiOOEfG1nuEOBtCl5MfJwiB3Q3qdTK2MjOquYQqs9yhLQy0lp Yo80Mflxwiqbqe2pjqzYn2KPdEz1b0P6ulmskFiJa2L/0k09/6tTtUj0cKxr8KmmRDOqOu+XHoyoq4J0se7oJFuqu6cqND9VL0mREKd wl+ycsKczTOdhao3QPVIzcLT9VXsqVp29zDfFm6qGLoL9feyzoH5Qtq2yfXFYqpxkVyKPHexin+Z+hArOUUWNYt/gHmM8GMIYG4/G08 TVyGWabXxZxvMHipyaXg==</latexit>
 
<latexit sha1_base64="GHnU6YHF2fdv8yRZHR2kJdTgd2M="> AAAC8XicjVLLSsNAFD2Nr1pfVZdugkVwVRIRdFl047KCfUArkqTTOjbNhMxEKMV/cFtX4tYv8g8Uf8I70xTU4mNCJmfOvefe3HvHj0M uleO85Ky5+YXFpfxyYWV1bX2juLlVlyJNAlYLRCiSpu9JFvKI1RRXIWvGCfMGfsgafv9U2xu3LJFcRBdqGLPLgdeLeJcHniKq3u6wUH lXxZJTdsyyZ4GbgRKyVRXFd7TRgUCAFAMwRFCEQ3iQ9LTgwkFM3CVGxCWEuLEz3KFA2pS8GHl4xPZp79GplbERnXVMadQBZQnpTUhp Y480gvwSwjqbbeypiazZn2KPTEz9b0P6+lmsAbEK18T+pZt6/lena1Ho4tjUwKmm2DC6uuCXHoyoq5J0wnR0ki013dMV2p+qV6SIidO 4Q/aEcGAyTOdhG400PdIz8Iz91XhqVp+DzDfFm66GLoL7feyzoH5Qdp2ye35YqpxkVyKPHexin+Z+hArOUEWNYt/gHmM8WNIaW4/W08 TVymWabXxZ1vMH3Byafg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="GHnU6YHF2fdv8yRZHR2kJdTgd2M="> AAAC8XicjVLLSsNAFD2Nr1pfVZdugkVwVRIRdFl047KCfUArkqTTOjbNhMxEKMV/cFtX4tYv8g8Uf8I70xTU4mNCJmfOvefe3HvHj0M uleO85Ky5+YXFpfxyYWV1bX2juLlVlyJNAlYLRCiSpu9JFvKI1RRXIWvGCfMGfsgafv9U2xu3LJFcRBdqGLPLgdeLeJcHniKq3u6wUH lXxZJTdsyyZ4GbgRKyVRXFd7TRgUCAFAMwRFCEQ3iQ9LTgwkFM3CVGxCWEuLEz3KFA2pS8GHl4xPZp79GplbERnXVMadQBZQnpTUhp Y480gvwSwjqbbeypiazZn2KPTEz9b0P6+lmsAbEK18T+pZt6/lena1Ho4tjUwKmm2DC6uuCXHoyoq5J0wnR0ki013dMV2p+qV6SIidO 4Q/aEcGAyTOdhG400PdIz8Iz91XhqVp+DzDfFm66GLoL7feyzoH5Qdp2ye35YqpxkVyKPHexin+Z+hArOUEWNYt/gHmM8WNIaW4/W08 TVymWabXxZ1vMH3Byafg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="GHnU6YHF2fdv8yRZHR2kJdTgd2M="> AAAC8XicjVLLSsNAFD2Nr1pfVZdugkVwVRIRdFl047KCfUArkqTTOjbNhMxEKMV/cFtX4tYv8g8Uf8I70xTU4mNCJmfOvefe3HvHj0M uleO85Ky5+YXFpfxyYWV1bX2juLlVlyJNAlYLRCiSpu9JFvKI1RRXIWvGCfMGfsgafv9U2xu3LJFcRBdqGLPLgdeLeJcHniKq3u6wUH lXxZJTdsyyZ4GbgRKyVRXFd7TRgUCAFAMwRFCEQ3iQ9LTgwkFM3CVGxCWEuLEz3KFA2pS8GHl4xPZp79GplbERnXVMadQBZQnpTUhp Y480gvwSwjqbbeypiazZn2KPTEz9b0P6+lmsAbEK18T+pZt6/lena1Ho4tjUwKmm2DC6uuCXHoyoq5J0wnR0ki013dMV2p+qV6SIidO 4Q/aEcGAyTOdhG400PdIz8Iz91XhqVp+DzDfFm66GLoL7feyzoH5Qdp2ye35YqpxkVyKPHexin+Z+hArOUEWNYt/gHmM8WNIaW4/W08 TVymWabXxZ1vMH3Byafg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="GHnU6YHF2fdv8yRZHR2kJdTgd2M="> AAAC8XicjVLLSsNAFD2Nr1pfVZdugkVwVRIRdFl047KCfUArkqTTOjbNhMxEKMV/cFtX4tYv8g8Uf8I70xTU4mNCJmfOvefe3HvHj0M uleO85Ky5+YXFpfxyYWV1bX2juLlVlyJNAlYLRCiSpu9JFvKI1RRXIWvGCfMGfsgafv9U2xu3LJFcRBdqGLPLgdeLeJcHniKq3u6wUH lXxZJTdsyyZ4GbgRKyVRXFd7TRgUCAFAMwRFCEQ3iQ9LTgwkFM3CVGxCWEuLEz3KFA2pS8GHl4xPZp79GplbERnXVMadQBZQnpTUhp Y480gvwSwjqbbeypiazZn2KPTEz9b0P6+lmsAbEK18T+pZt6/lena1Ho4tjUwKmm2DC6uuCXHoyoq5J0wnR0ki013dMV2p+qV6SIidO 4Q/aEcGAyTOdhG400PdIz8Iz91XhqVp+DzDfFm66GLoL7feyzoH5Qdp2ye35YqpxkVyKPHexin+Z+hArOUEWNYt/gHmM8WNIaW4/W08 TVymWabXxZ1vMH3Byafg==</latexit>
!hf
<latexit sha1_base64="Us7ABGCx2CR/hUzJDJsMpJRMn0s="> AAADAXicjVLLSsNAFD2Nr/quj52bYBFclUQEXRbduKxgVbBSJnHaBpNMmEyEGrryR9zWlbj1S/wDxZ/wzhhBLT4mZHLm3Hvuzb13vCQ MUuU4TyVrbHxicqo8PTM7N7+wWFlaPk5FJn3e9EUo5KnHUh4GMW+qQIX8NJGcRV7IT7zLfW0/ueIyDUR8pPoJP49YNw46gc8UUe3Kak tEvMvaeStiqiejvNcZDNqVqlNzzLJHgVuAKorVEJVXtHABAR8ZInDEUIRDMKT0nMGFg4S4c+TESUKBsXMMMEPajLw4eTBiL2nv0ums YGM665ipUfuUJaRXktLGBmkE+UnCOptt7JmJrNmfYucmpv63Pn29IlZErEKP2L90H57/1elaFDrYNTUEVFNiGF2d/0sPcupqSjphOvq eLTPd0xXan6pXpEiI0/iC7JKwbzJ8zMM2mtT0SM+AGfuz8dSsPvuFb4YXXQ1dBPf72EfB8VbNdWru4Xa1vldciTLWsI5NmvsO6jhAA0 2KfY1bDHFn3VhD6956eHe1SoVmBV+W9fgGAxahPA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Us7ABGCx2CR/hUzJDJsMpJRMn0s="> AAADAXicjVLLSsNAFD2Nr/quj52bYBFclUQEXRbduKxgVbBSJnHaBpNMmEyEGrryR9zWlbj1S/wDxZ/wzhhBLT4mZHLm3Hvuzb13vCQ MUuU4TyVrbHxicqo8PTM7N7+wWFlaPk5FJn3e9EUo5KnHUh4GMW+qQIX8NJGcRV7IT7zLfW0/ueIyDUR8pPoJP49YNw46gc8UUe3Kak tEvMvaeStiqiejvNcZDNqVqlNzzLJHgVuAKorVEJVXtHABAR8ZInDEUIRDMKT0nMGFg4S4c+TESUKBsXMMMEPajLw4eTBiL2nv0ums YGM665ipUfuUJaRXktLGBmkE+UnCOptt7JmJrNmfYucmpv63Pn29IlZErEKP2L90H57/1elaFDrYNTUEVFNiGF2d/0sPcupqSjphOvq eLTPd0xXan6pXpEiI0/iC7JKwbzJ8zMM2mtT0SM+AGfuz8dSsPvuFb4YXXQ1dBPf72EfB8VbNdWru4Xa1vldciTLWsI5NmvsO6jhAA0 2KfY1bDHFn3VhD6956eHe1SoVmBV+W9fgGAxahPA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Us7ABGCx2CR/hUzJDJsMpJRMn0s="> AAADAXicjVLLSsNAFD2Nr/quj52bYBFclUQEXRbduKxgVbBSJnHaBpNMmEyEGrryR9zWlbj1S/wDxZ/wzhhBLT4mZHLm3Hvuzb13vCQ MUuU4TyVrbHxicqo8PTM7N7+wWFlaPk5FJn3e9EUo5KnHUh4GMW+qQIX8NJGcRV7IT7zLfW0/ueIyDUR8pPoJP49YNw46gc8UUe3Kak tEvMvaeStiqiejvNcZDNqVqlNzzLJHgVuAKorVEJVXtHABAR8ZInDEUIRDMKT0nMGFg4S4c+TESUKBsXMMMEPajLw4eTBiL2nv0ums YGM665ipUfuUJaRXktLGBmkE+UnCOptt7JmJrNmfYucmpv63Pn29IlZErEKP2L90H57/1elaFDrYNTUEVFNiGF2d/0sPcupqSjphOvq eLTPd0xXan6pXpEiI0/iC7JKwbzJ8zMM2mtT0SM+AGfuz8dSsPvuFb4YXXQ1dBPf72EfB8VbNdWru4Xa1vldciTLWsI5NmvsO6jhAA0 2KfY1bDHFn3VhD6956eHe1SoVmBV+W9fgGAxahPA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Us7ABGCx2CR/hUzJDJsMpJRMn0s="> AAADAXicjVLLSsNAFD2Nr/quj52bYBFclUQEXRbduKxgVbBSJnHaBpNMmEyEGrryR9zWlbj1S/wDxZ/wzhhBLT4mZHLm3Hvuzb13vCQ MUuU4TyVrbHxicqo8PTM7N7+wWFlaPk5FJn3e9EUo5KnHUh4GMW+qQIX8NJGcRV7IT7zLfW0/ueIyDUR8pPoJP49YNw46gc8UUe3Kak tEvMvaeStiqiejvNcZDNqVqlNzzLJHgVuAKorVEJVXtHABAR8ZInDEUIRDMKT0nMGFg4S4c+TESUKBsXMMMEPajLw4eTBiL2nv0ums YGM665ipUfuUJaRXktLGBmkE+UnCOptt7JmJrNmfYucmpv63Pn29IlZErEKP2L90H57/1elaFDrYNTUEVFNiGF2d/0sPcupqSjphOvq eLTPd0xXan6pXpEiI0/iC7JKwbzJ8zMM2mtT0SM+AGfuz8dSsPvuFb4YXXQ1dBPf72EfB8VbNdWru4Xa1vldciTLWsI5NmvsO6jhAA0 2KfY1bDHFn3VhD6956eHe1SoVmBV+W9fgGAxahPA==</latexit>
!cool
<latexit sha1_base64="y6TO RmRFIGzQFMbnAtsmjFaWJOE=">AAADA3icjVJNS8NAEH2N399VwY uXYBE8lUQEPYpePCrYVrBSNutag0k2bDZCiT36R7zqSbz6Q/wHi n/C2TWCWvzYkM3bN/NmMjMbpFGYac97qjhDwyOjY+MTk1PTM7Nz 1fmFZiZzxUWDy0iqo4BlIgoT0dChjsRRqgSLg0i0gotdY29dCpWF MjnUvVScxKybhGchZ5qoTnWpLWPRZZ2iHTN9ruKCSxn1+51qzat 7drmDwC9BDeXal9VXtHEKCY4cMQQSaMIRGDJ6juHDQ0rcCQriFKH Q2gX6mCRtTl6CPBixF7R36XRcsgmdTczMqjlliehVpHSxShpJfo qwyeZae24jG/an2IWNaf6tR9+gjBUTq3FO7F+6D8//6kwtGmfYsj WEVFNqGVMd/6UHBXU1I520HX3PltvumQrdT9VrUqTEGXxKdkWY2 wwf83CtJrM9MjNg1v5sPQ1rzrz0zfFiqqGL4H8f+yBortd9r+4f bNS2d8orMY5lrGCN5r6JbexhHw2KfYUb3OLOuXZunXvn4d3VqZSa RXxZzuMblRKiLw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="y6TO RmRFIGzQFMbnAtsmjFaWJOE=">AAADA3icjVJNS8NAEH2N399VwY uXYBE8lUQEPYpePCrYVrBSNutag0k2bDZCiT36R7zqSbz6Q/wHi n/C2TWCWvzYkM3bN/NmMjMbpFGYac97qjhDwyOjY+MTk1PTM7Nz 1fmFZiZzxUWDy0iqo4BlIgoT0dChjsRRqgSLg0i0gotdY29dCpWF MjnUvVScxKybhGchZ5qoTnWpLWPRZZ2iHTN9ruKCSxn1+51qzat 7drmDwC9BDeXal9VXtHEKCY4cMQQSaMIRGDJ6juHDQ0rcCQriFKH Q2gX6mCRtTl6CPBixF7R36XRcsgmdTczMqjlliehVpHSxShpJfo qwyeZae24jG/an2IWNaf6tR9+gjBUTq3FO7F+6D8//6kwtGmfYsj WEVFNqGVMd/6UHBXU1I520HX3PltvumQrdT9VrUqTEGXxKdkWY2 wwf83CtJrM9MjNg1v5sPQ1rzrz0zfFiqqGL4H8f+yBortd9r+4f bNS2d8orMY5lrGCN5r6JbexhHw2KfYUb3OLOuXZunXvn4d3VqZSa RXxZzuMblRKiLw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="y6TO RmRFIGzQFMbnAtsmjFaWJOE=">AAADA3icjVJNS8NAEH2N399VwY uXYBE8lUQEPYpePCrYVrBSNutag0k2bDZCiT36R7zqSbz6Q/wHi n/C2TWCWvzYkM3bN/NmMjMbpFGYac97qjhDwyOjY+MTk1PTM7Nz 1fmFZiZzxUWDy0iqo4BlIgoT0dChjsRRqgSLg0i0gotdY29dCpWF MjnUvVScxKybhGchZ5qoTnWpLWPRZZ2iHTN9ruKCSxn1+51qzat 7drmDwC9BDeXal9VXtHEKCY4cMQQSaMIRGDJ6juHDQ0rcCQriFKH Q2gX6mCRtTl6CPBixF7R36XRcsgmdTczMqjlliehVpHSxShpJfo qwyeZae24jG/an2IWNaf6tR9+gjBUTq3FO7F+6D8//6kwtGmfYsj WEVFNqGVMd/6UHBXU1I520HX3PltvumQrdT9VrUqTEGXxKdkWY2 wwf83CtJrM9MjNg1v5sPQ1rzrz0zfFiqqGL4H8f+yBortd9r+4f bNS2d8orMY5lrGCN5r6JbexhHw2KfYUb3OLOuXZunXvn4d3VqZSa RXxZzuMblRKiLw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="y6TO RmRFIGzQFMbnAtsmjFaWJOE=">AAADA3icjVJNS8NAEH2N399VwY uXYBE8lUQEPYpePCrYVrBSNutag0k2bDZCiT36R7zqSbz6Q/wHi n/C2TWCWvzYkM3bN/NmMjMbpFGYac97qjhDwyOjY+MTk1PTM7Nz 1fmFZiZzxUWDy0iqo4BlIgoT0dChjsRRqgSLg0i0gotdY29dCpWF MjnUvVScxKybhGchZ5qoTnWpLWPRZZ2iHTN9ruKCSxn1+51qzat 7drmDwC9BDeXal9VXtHEKCY4cMQQSaMIRGDJ6juHDQ0rcCQriFKH Q2gX6mCRtTl6CPBixF7R36XRcsgmdTczMqjlliehVpHSxShpJfo qwyeZae24jG/an2IWNaf6tR9+gjBUTq3FO7F+6D8//6kwtGmfYsj WEVFNqGVMd/6UHBXU1I520HX3PltvumQrdT9VrUqTEGXxKdkWY2 wwf83CtJrM9MjNg1v5sPQ1rzrz0zfFiqqGL4H8f+yBortd9r+4f bNS2d8orMY5lrGCN5r6JbexhHw2KfYUb3OLOuXZunXvn4d3VqZSa RXxZzuMblRKiLw==</latexit>
!rep
<latexit sha1_base64="9qKp ASfY8ag07SR9O6biDGnebt4=">AAADAnicjVJNS8NAEH2N399V8e QlWARPJRFBj0UvHitYFdpSNnHbBpNs2GyEEnrzj3jVk3j1j/gPF P+Es9sIavFjQzZv38ybycysl4RBqhznuWRNTE5Nz8zOzS8sLi2v lFfXzlKRSZ83fBEKeeGxlIdBzBsqUCG/SCRnkRfyc+/qSNvPr7lM AxGfqkHC2xHrxUE38JkiqlPeaImI91gnb0VM9WWUS54Mh51yxak 6ZtnjwC1ABcWqi/IbWriEgI8METhiKMIhGFJ6mnDhICGujZw4SSg wdo4h5kmbkRcnD0bsFe09OjULNqazjpkatU9ZQnolKW1sk0aQny Sss9nGnpnImv0pdm5i6n8b0NcrYkXEKvSJ/Uv34flfna5FoYsDU0 NANSWG0dX5v/Qgp66mpBOmo6NsmemertD+VL0iRUKcxpdkl4R9k +FjHrbRpKZHegbM2F+Mp2b12S98M7zqaugiuN/HPg7OdquuU3VP 9iq1w+JKzGITW9ihue+jhmPU0aDYOW5xh3vrxrqzHqzHkatVKjTr +LKsp3dkDKG/</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="9qKp ASfY8ag07SR9O6biDGnebt4=">AAADAnicjVJNS8NAEH2N399V8e QlWARPJRFBj0UvHitYFdpSNnHbBpNs2GyEEnrzj3jVk3j1j/gPF P+Es9sIavFjQzZv38ybycysl4RBqhznuWRNTE5Nz8zOzS8sLi2v lFfXzlKRSZ83fBEKeeGxlIdBzBsqUCG/SCRnkRfyc+/qSNvPr7lM AxGfqkHC2xHrxUE38JkiqlPeaImI91gnb0VM9WWUS54Mh51yxak 6ZtnjwC1ABcWqi/IbWriEgI8METhiKMIhGFJ6mnDhICGujZw4SSg wdo4h5kmbkRcnD0bsFe09OjULNqazjpkatU9ZQnolKW1sk0aQny Sss9nGnpnImv0pdm5i6n8b0NcrYkXEKvSJ/Uv34flfna5FoYsDU0 NANSWG0dX5v/Qgp66mpBOmo6NsmemertD+VL0iRUKcxpdkl4R9k +FjHrbRpKZHegbM2F+Mp2b12S98M7zqaugiuN/HPg7OdquuU3VP 9iq1w+JKzGITW9ihue+jhmPU0aDYOW5xh3vrxrqzHqzHkatVKjTr +LKsp3dkDKG/</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="9qKp ASfY8ag07SR9O6biDGnebt4=">AAADAnicjVJNS8NAEH2N399V8e QlWARPJRFBj0UvHitYFdpSNnHbBpNs2GyEEnrzj3jVk3j1j/gPF P+Es9sIavFjQzZv38ybycysl4RBqhznuWRNTE5Nz8zOzS8sLi2v lFfXzlKRSZ83fBEKeeGxlIdBzBsqUCG/SCRnkRfyc+/qSNvPr7lM AxGfqkHC2xHrxUE38JkiqlPeaImI91gnb0VM9WWUS54Mh51yxak 6ZtnjwC1ABcWqi/IbWriEgI8METhiKMIhGFJ6mnDhICGujZw4SSg wdo4h5kmbkRcnD0bsFe09OjULNqazjpkatU9ZQnolKW1sk0aQny Sss9nGnpnImv0pdm5i6n8b0NcrYkXEKvSJ/Uv34flfna5FoYsDU0 NANSWG0dX5v/Qgp66mpBOmo6NsmemertD+VL0iRUKcxpdkl4R9k +FjHrbRpKZHegbM2F+Mp2b12S98M7zqaugiuN/HPg7OdquuU3VP 9iq1w+JKzGITW9ihue+jhmPU0aDYOW5xh3vrxrqzHqzHkatVKjTr +LKsp3dkDKG/</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="9qKp ASfY8ag07SR9O6biDGnebt4=">AAADAnicjVJNS8NAEH2N399V8e QlWARPJRFBj0UvHitYFdpSNnHbBpNs2GyEEnrzj3jVk3j1j/gPF P+Es9sIavFjQzZv38ybycysl4RBqhznuWRNTE5Nz8zOzS8sLi2v lFfXzlKRSZ83fBEKeeGxlIdBzBsqUCG/SCRnkRfyc+/qSNvPr7lM AxGfqkHC2xHrxUE38JkiqlPeaImI91gnb0VM9WWUS54Mh51yxak 6ZtnjwC1ABcWqi/IbWriEgI8METhiKMIhGFJ6mnDhICGujZw4SSg wdo4h5kmbkRcnD0bsFe09OjULNqazjpkatU9ZQnolKW1sk0aQny Sss9nGnpnImv0pdm5i6n8b0NcrYkXEKvSJ/Uv34flfna5FoYsDU0 NANSWG0dX5v/Qgp66mpBOmo6NsmemertD+VL0iRUKcxpdkl4R9k +FjHrbRpKZHegbM2F+Mp2b12S98M7zqaugiuN/HPg7OdquuU3VP 9iq1w+JKzGITW9ihue+jhmPU0aDYOW5xh3vrxrqzHqzHkatVKjTr +LKsp3dkDKG/</latexit>
F = 9/2
<latexit sha1_base64="zdcZjBG YMhkaYro6X1eB5w2Mj3E=">AAAC8HicjVJNS8NAEH3Gr1q/qh69BIvgqSZ FUA9CQRCPFUxbqEWSdFuXpknYbIRS/A1e60m8+o/8B4p/wtltCmrxY0M2b 9/Mm8nMrBcHPJGW9TJjzM7NLyzmlvLLK6tr64WNzVoSpcJnjh8FkWh4bsI CHjJHchmwRiyY2/cCVvd6p8pev2Ui4VF4KQcxa/Xdbsg73HclUc7ZyfF++ bpQtEqWXuY0sDNQRLaqUeEdV2gjgo8UfTCEkIQDuEjoacKGhZi4FobECUJ c2xnukCdtSl6MPFxie7R36dTM2JDOKmai1T5lCegVpDSxS5qI/ARhlc3U9 lRHVuxPsYc6pvq3AX29LFafWIkbYv/STTz/q1O1SHRwpGvgVFOsGVWd/0s PhtTVhHSR7ug4W6q7pyo0P1UvSRETp3Cb7IKwrzNM5mFqTaJ7pGbgavur9 lSsOvuZb4o3VQ1dBPv72KdBrVyyrZJ9cVCsVLIrkcM2drBHcz9EBeeowqH YHPcY4cEQxsh4NJ7GrsZMptnCl2U8fwBxNpkp</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="zdcZjBG YMhkaYro6X1eB5w2Mj3E=">AAAC8HicjVJNS8NAEH3Gr1q/qh69BIvgqSZ FUA9CQRCPFUxbqEWSdFuXpknYbIRS/A1e60m8+o/8B4p/wtltCmrxY0M2b 9/Mm8nMrBcHPJGW9TJjzM7NLyzmlvLLK6tr64WNzVoSpcJnjh8FkWh4bsI CHjJHchmwRiyY2/cCVvd6p8pev2Ui4VF4KQcxa/Xdbsg73HclUc7ZyfF++ bpQtEqWXuY0sDNQRLaqUeEdV2gjgo8UfTCEkIQDuEjoacKGhZi4FobECUJ c2xnukCdtSl6MPFxie7R36dTM2JDOKmai1T5lCegVpDSxS5qI/ARhlc3U9 lRHVuxPsYc6pvq3AX29LFafWIkbYv/STTz/q1O1SHRwpGvgVFOsGVWd/0s PhtTVhHSR7ug4W6q7pyo0P1UvSRETp3Cb7IKwrzNM5mFqTaJ7pGbgavur9 lSsOvuZb4o3VQ1dBPv72KdBrVyyrZJ9cVCsVLIrkcM2drBHcz9EBeeowqH YHPcY4cEQxsh4NJ7GrsZMptnCl2U8fwBxNpkp</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="zdcZjBG YMhkaYro6X1eB5w2Mj3E=">AAAC8HicjVJNS8NAEH3Gr1q/qh69BIvgqSZ FUA9CQRCPFUxbqEWSdFuXpknYbIRS/A1e60m8+o/8B4p/wtltCmrxY0M2b 9/Mm8nMrBcHPJGW9TJjzM7NLyzmlvLLK6tr64WNzVoSpcJnjh8FkWh4bsI CHjJHchmwRiyY2/cCVvd6p8pev2Ui4VF4KQcxa/Xdbsg73HclUc7ZyfF++ bpQtEqWXuY0sDNQRLaqUeEdV2gjgo8UfTCEkIQDuEjoacKGhZi4FobECUJ c2xnukCdtSl6MPFxie7R36dTM2JDOKmai1T5lCegVpDSxS5qI/ARhlc3U9 lRHVuxPsYc6pvq3AX29LFafWIkbYv/STTz/q1O1SHRwpGvgVFOsGVWd/0s PhtTVhHSR7ug4W6q7pyo0P1UvSRETp3Cb7IKwrzNM5mFqTaJ7pGbgavur9 lSsOvuZb4o3VQ1dBPv72KdBrVyyrZJ9cVCsVLIrkcM2drBHcz9EBeeowqH YHPcY4cEQxsh4NJ7GrsZMptnCl2U8fwBxNpkp</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="zdcZjBG YMhkaYro6X1eB5w2Mj3E=">AAAC8HicjVJNS8NAEH3Gr1q/qh69BIvgqSZ FUA9CQRCPFUxbqEWSdFuXpknYbIRS/A1e60m8+o/8B4p/wtltCmrxY0M2b 9/Mm8nMrBcHPJGW9TJjzM7NLyzmlvLLK6tr64WNzVoSpcJnjh8FkWh4bsI CHjJHchmwRiyY2/cCVvd6p8pev2Ui4VF4KQcxa/Xdbsg73HclUc7ZyfF++ bpQtEqWXuY0sDNQRLaqUeEdV2gjgo8UfTCEkIQDuEjoacKGhZi4FobECUJ c2xnukCdtSl6MPFxie7R36dTM2JDOKmai1T5lCegVpDSxS5qI/ARhlc3U9 lRHVuxPsYc6pvq3AX29LFafWIkbYv/STTz/q1O1SHRwpGvgVFOsGVWd/0s PhtTVhHSR7ug4W6q7pyo0P1UvSRETp3Cb7IKwrzNM5mFqTaJ7pGbgavur9 lSsOvuZb4o3VQ1dBPv72KdBrVyyrZJ9cVCsVLIrkcM2drBHcz9EBeeowqH YHPcY4cEQxsh4NJ7GrsZMptnCl2U8fwBxNpkp</latexit>
F 0 = 9/2
<latexit sha1_base64="yveLI3T06n CSrOsL5PDbJTbRjHQ=">AAAC8XicjVLLSsNAFD2Nr1pfVZdugkV0VZMiqAuhII jLCvYBtUgyndZomoTMRCjFf3BbV+LWL/IPFH/CO9MU1OJjQiZnzr3n3tx7x418T 0jLeskYU9Mzs3PZ+dzC4tLySn51rSbCJGa8ykI/jBuuI7jvBbwqPenzRhRzp+f6 vO7eHCt7/ZbHwguDc9mPeKvndAOv4zFHElU72T463C1d5gtW0dLLnAR2CgpIVy XMv+MCbYRgSNADRwBJ2IcDQU8TNixExLUwIC4m5Gk7xx1ypE3Ii5OHQ+wN7V06N VM2oLOKKbSaURaf3piUJrZIE5JfTFhlM7U90ZEV+1PsgY6p/q1PXzeN1SNW4or Yv3Rjz//qVC0SHRzoGjyqKdKMqo790oMBdVWQLtQdHWVLdPdUhean6iUpIuIUbp M9Jsx0hvE8TK0RukdqBo62v2pPxaozS30TvKlq6CLY38c+CWqlom0V7bO9Qrmc XoksNrCJHZr7Pso4RQVVin2NewzxYAhjaDwaTyNXI5Nq1vFlGc8f+sCZWg==</l atexit><latexit sha1_base64="yveLI3T06n CSrOsL5PDbJTbRjHQ=">AAAC8XicjVLLSsNAFD2Nr1pfVZdugkV0VZMiqAuhII jLCvYBtUgyndZomoTMRCjFf3BbV+LWL/IPFH/CO9MU1OJjQiZnzr3n3tx7x418T 0jLeskYU9Mzs3PZ+dzC4tLySn51rSbCJGa8ykI/jBuuI7jvBbwqPenzRhRzp+f6 vO7eHCt7/ZbHwguDc9mPeKvndAOv4zFHElU72T463C1d5gtW0dLLnAR2CgpIVy XMv+MCbYRgSNADRwBJ2IcDQU8TNixExLUwIC4m5Gk7xx1ypE3Ii5OHQ+wN7V06N VM2oLOKKbSaURaf3piUJrZIE5JfTFhlM7U90ZEV+1PsgY6p/q1PXzeN1SNW4or Yv3Rjz//qVC0SHRzoGjyqKdKMqo790oMBdVWQLtQdHWVLdPdUhean6iUpIuIUbp M9Jsx0hvE8TK0RukdqBo62v2pPxaozS30TvKlq6CLY38c+CWqlom0V7bO9Qrmc XoksNrCJHZr7Pso4RQVVin2NewzxYAhjaDwaTyNXI5Nq1vFlGc8f+sCZWg==</l atexit><latexit sha1_base64="yveLI3T06n CSrOsL5PDbJTbRjHQ=">AAAC8XicjVLLSsNAFD2Nr1pfVZdugkV0VZMiqAuhII jLCvYBtUgyndZomoTMRCjFf3BbV+LWL/IPFH/CO9MU1OJjQiZnzr3n3tx7x418T 0jLeskYU9Mzs3PZ+dzC4tLySn51rSbCJGa8ykI/jBuuI7jvBbwqPenzRhRzp+f6 vO7eHCt7/ZbHwguDc9mPeKvndAOv4zFHElU72T463C1d5gtW0dLLnAR2CgpIVy XMv+MCbYRgSNADRwBJ2IcDQU8TNixExLUwIC4m5Gk7xx1ypE3Ii5OHQ+wN7V06N VM2oLOKKbSaURaf3piUJrZIE5JfTFhlM7U90ZEV+1PsgY6p/q1PXzeN1SNW4or Yv3Rjz//qVC0SHRzoGjyqKdKMqo790oMBdVWQLtQdHWVLdPdUhean6iUpIuIUbp M9Jsx0hvE8TK0RukdqBo62v2pPxaozS30TvKlq6CLY38c+CWqlom0V7bO9Qrmc XoksNrCJHZr7Pso4RQVVin2NewzxYAhjaDwaTyNXI5Nq1vFlGc8f+sCZWg==</l atexit><latexit sha1_base64="yveLI3T06n CSrOsL5PDbJTbRjHQ=">AAAC8XicjVLLSsNAFD2Nr1pfVZdugkV0VZMiqAuhII jLCvYBtUgyndZomoTMRCjFf3BbV+LWL/IPFH/CO9MU1OJjQiZnzr3n3tx7x418T 0jLeskYU9Mzs3PZ+dzC4tLySn51rSbCJGa8ykI/jBuuI7jvBbwqPenzRhRzp+f6 vO7eHCt7/ZbHwguDc9mPeKvndAOv4zFHElU72T463C1d5gtW0dLLnAR2CgpIVy XMv+MCbYRgSNADRwBJ2IcDQU8TNixExLUwIC4m5Gk7xx1ypE3Ii5OHQ+wN7V06N VM2oLOKKbSaURaf3piUJrZIE5JfTFhlM7U90ZEV+1PsgY6p/q1PXzeN1SNW4or Yv3Rjz//qVC0SHRzoGjyqKdKMqo790oMBdVWQLtQdHWVLdPdUhean6iUpIuIUbp M9Jsx0hvE8TK0RukdqBo62v2pPxaozS30TvKlq6CLY38c+CWqlom0V7bO9Qrmc XoksNrCJHZr7Pso4RQVVin2NewzxYAhjaDwaTyNXI5Nq1vFlGc8f+sCZWg==</l atexit>
F 0 = 7/2
<latexit sha1_base64="QUF4zNP4xi VwZB2bt7bbnZVC7jg=">AAAC8XicjVLLSsNAFD2Nr1pfVZdugkV0VZMi1I1QEM RlBfuAWiSZTmtsmoTMRCjFf3BbV+LWL/IPFH/CO9MIavExIZMz595zb+6940a+J 6RlPWeMmdm5+YXsYm5peWV1Lb++URdhEjNeY6Efxk3XEdz3Al6TnvR5M4q5M3B9 3nD7x8reuOGx8MLgXA4j3h44vcDresyRRNVPdo/K+6XLfMEqWnqZ08BOQQHpqo b5N1yggxAMCQbgCCAJ+3Ag6GnBhoWIuDZGxMWEPG3nuEWOtAl5cfJwiO3T3qNTK 2UDOquYQqsZZfHpjUlpYoc0IfnFhFU2U9sTHVmxP8Ue6Zjq34b0ddNYA2Ilroj 9S/fh+V+dqkWii0Ndg0c1RZpR1bFfejCirgrShbqjk2yJ7p6q0PxUvSRFRJzCHb LHhJnO8DEPU2uE7pGagaPtL9pTserMUt8Er6oaugj297FPg3qpaFtF++ygUKmk VyKLLWxjj+ZeRgWnqKJGsa9xhzHuDWGMjQfjceJqZFLNJr4s4+kd9ayZWA==</l atexit><latexit sha1_base64="QUF4zNP4xi VwZB2bt7bbnZVC7jg=">AAAC8XicjVLLSsNAFD2Nr1pfVZdugkV0VZMi1I1QEM RlBfuAWiSZTmtsmoTMRCjFf3BbV+LWL/IPFH/CO9MIavExIZMz595zb+6940a+J 6RlPWeMmdm5+YXsYm5peWV1Lb++URdhEjNeY6Efxk3XEdz3Al6TnvR5M4q5M3B9 3nD7x8reuOGx8MLgXA4j3h44vcDresyRRNVPdo/K+6XLfMEqWnqZ08BOQQHpqo b5N1yggxAMCQbgCCAJ+3Ag6GnBhoWIuDZGxMWEPG3nuEWOtAl5cfJwiO3T3qNTK 2UDOquYQqsZZfHpjUlpYoc0IfnFhFU2U9sTHVmxP8Ue6Zjq34b0ddNYA2Ilroj 9S/fh+V+dqkWii0Ndg0c1RZpR1bFfejCirgrShbqjk2yJ7p6q0PxUvSRFRJzCHb LHhJnO8DEPU2uE7pGagaPtL9pTserMUt8Er6oaugj297FPg3qpaFtF++ygUKmk VyKLLWxjj+ZeRgWnqKJGsa9xhzHuDWGMjQfjceJqZFLNJr4s4+kd9ayZWA==</l atexit><latexit sha1_base64="QUF4zNP4xi VwZB2bt7bbnZVC7jg=">AAAC8XicjVLLSsNAFD2Nr1pfVZdugkV0VZMi1I1QEM RlBfuAWiSZTmtsmoTMRCjFf3BbV+LWL/IPFH/CO9MIavExIZMz595zb+6940a+J 6RlPWeMmdm5+YXsYm5peWV1Lb++URdhEjNeY6Efxk3XEdz3Al6TnvR5M4q5M3B9 3nD7x8reuOGx8MLgXA4j3h44vcDresyRRNVPdo/K+6XLfMEqWnqZ08BOQQHpqo b5N1yggxAMCQbgCCAJ+3Ag6GnBhoWIuDZGxMWEPG3nuEWOtAl5cfJwiO3T3qNTK 2UDOquYQqsZZfHpjUlpYoc0IfnFhFU2U9sTHVmxP8Ue6Zjq34b0ddNYA2Ilroj 9S/fh+V+dqkWii0Ndg0c1RZpR1bFfejCirgrShbqjk2yJ7p6q0PxUvSRFRJzCHb LHhJnO8DEPU2uE7pGagaPtL9pTserMUt8Er6oaugj297FPg3qpaFtF++ygUKmk VyKLLWxjj+ZeRgWnqKJGsa9xhzHuDWGMjQfjceJqZFLNJr4s4+kd9ayZWA==</l atexit><latexit sha1_base64="QUF4zNP4xi VwZB2bt7bbnZVC7jg=">AAAC8XicjVLLSsNAFD2Nr1pfVZdugkV0VZMi1I1QEM RlBfuAWiSZTmtsmoTMRCjFf3BbV+LWL/IPFH/CO9MIavExIZMz595zb+6940a+J 6RlPWeMmdm5+YXsYm5peWV1Lb++URdhEjNeY6Efxk3XEdz3Al6TnvR5M4q5M3B9 3nD7x8reuOGx8MLgXA4j3h44vcDresyRRNVPdo/K+6XLfMEqWnqZ08BOQQHpqo b5N1yggxAMCQbgCCAJ+3Ag6GnBhoWIuDZGxMWEPG3nuEWOtAl5cfJwiO3T3qNTK 2UDOquYQqsZZfHpjUlpYoc0IfnFhFU2U9sTHVmxP8Ue6Zjq34b0ddNYA2Ilroj 9S/fh+V+dqkWii0Ndg0c1RZpR1bFfejCirgrShbqjk2yJ7p6q0PxUvSRFRJzCHb LHhJnO8DEPU2uE7pGagaPtL9pTserMUt8Er6oaugj297FPg3qpaFtF++ygUKmk VyKLLWxjj+ZeRgWnqKJGsa9xhzHuDWGMjQfjceJqZFLNJr4s4+kd9ayZWA==</l atexit>
F = 7/2
<latexit sha1_base64="FsNEm7r R662Olxvbm2Tr9j8VYtA=">AAAC8HicjVJNS8NAEH2NX7V+VT16CRbBU01 EqBehIIjHCqYt1CJJuq1L0yRsNkIp/gav9SRe/Uf+A8U/4ew2BbX4sSGbt 2/mzWRm1osDnkjLeskZc/MLi0v55cLK6tr6RnFzq55EqfCZ40dBJJqem7C Ah8yRXAasGQvmDryANbz+qbI3bplIeBReymHM2gO3F/Iu911JlHN2Ujk4v C6WrLKllzkL7AyUkK1aVHzHFTqI4CPFAAwhJOEALhJ6WrBhISaujRFxghD XdoY7FEibkhcjD5fYPu09OrUyNqSziplotU9ZAnoFKU3skSYiP0FYZTO1P dWRFftT7JGOqf5tSF8vizUgVuKG2L90U8//6lQtEl0c6xo41RRrRlXn/9K DEXU1IV2kOzrJluruqQrNT9VLUsTEKdwhuyDs6wzTeZhak+geqRm42v6qP RWrzn7mm+JNVUMXwf4+9llQPyzbVtm+OCpVq9mVyGMHu9inuVdQxTlqcCg 2xz3GeDCEMTYejaeJq5HLNNv4soznD2wimSc=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="FsNEm7r R662Olxvbm2Tr9j8VYtA=">AAAC8HicjVJNS8NAEH2NX7V+VT16CRbBU01 EqBehIIjHCqYt1CJJuq1L0yRsNkIp/gav9SRe/Uf+A8U/4ew2BbX4sSGbt 2/mzWRm1osDnkjLeskZc/MLi0v55cLK6tr6RnFzq55EqfCZ40dBJJqem7C Ah8yRXAasGQvmDryANbz+qbI3bplIeBReymHM2gO3F/Iu911JlHN2Ujk4v C6WrLKllzkL7AyUkK1aVHzHFTqI4CPFAAwhJOEALhJ6WrBhISaujRFxghD XdoY7FEibkhcjD5fYPu09OrUyNqSziplotU9ZAnoFKU3skSYiP0FYZTO1P dWRFftT7JGOqf5tSF8vizUgVuKG2L90U8//6lQtEl0c6xo41RRrRlXn/9K DEXU1IV2kOzrJluruqQrNT9VLUsTEKdwhuyDs6wzTeZhak+geqRm42v6qP RWrzn7mm+JNVUMXwf4+9llQPyzbVtm+OCpVq9mVyGMHu9inuVdQxTlqcCg 2xz3GeDCEMTYejaeJq5HLNNv4soznD2wimSc=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="FsNEm7r R662Olxvbm2Tr9j8VYtA=">AAAC8HicjVJNS8NAEH2NX7V+VT16CRbBU01 EqBehIIjHCqYt1CJJuq1L0yRsNkIp/gav9SRe/Uf+A8U/4ew2BbX4sSGbt 2/mzWRm1osDnkjLeskZc/MLi0v55cLK6tr6RnFzq55EqfCZ40dBJJqem7C Ah8yRXAasGQvmDryANbz+qbI3bplIeBReymHM2gO3F/Iu911JlHN2Ujk4v C6WrLKllzkL7AyUkK1aVHzHFTqI4CPFAAwhJOEALhJ6WrBhISaujRFxghD XdoY7FEibkhcjD5fYPu09OrUyNqSziplotU9ZAnoFKU3skSYiP0FYZTO1P dWRFftT7JGOqf5tSF8vizUgVuKG2L90U8//6lQtEl0c6xo41RRrRlXn/9K DEXU1IV2kOzrJluruqQrNT9VLUsTEKdwhuyDs6wzTeZhak+geqRm42v6qP RWrzn7mm+JNVUMXwf4+9llQPyzbVtm+OCpVq9mVyGMHu9inuVdQxTlqcCg 2xz3GeDCEMTYejaeJq5HLNNv4soznD2wimSc=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="FsNEm7r R662Olxvbm2Tr9j8VYtA=">AAAC8HicjVJNS8NAEH2NX7V+VT16CRbBU01 EqBehIIjHCqYt1CJJuq1L0yRsNkIp/gav9SRe/Uf+A8U/4ew2BbX4sSGbt 2/mzWRm1osDnkjLeskZc/MLi0v55cLK6tr6RnFzq55EqfCZ40dBJJqem7C Ah8yRXAasGQvmDryANbz+qbI3bplIeBReymHM2gO3F/Iu911JlHN2Ujk4v C6WrLKllzkL7AyUkK1aVHzHFTqI4CPFAAwhJOEALhJ6WrBhISaujRFxghD XdoY7FEibkhcjD5fYPu09OrUyNqSziplotU9ZAnoFKU3skSYiP0FYZTO1P dWRFftT7JGOqf5tSF8vizUgVuKG2L90U8//6lQtEl0c6xo41RRrRlXn/9K DEXU1IV2kOzrJluruqQrNT9VLUsTEKdwhuyDs6wzTeZhak+geqRm42v6qP RWrzn7mm+JNVUMXwf4+9llQPyzbVtm+OCpVq9mVyGMHu9inuVdQxTlqcCg 2xz3GeDCEMTYejaeJq5HLNNv4soznD2wimSc=</latexit>
770
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FIG. 9. D1 cooling of 40K. (a) levels structure of the D1 tran-
sition and laser scheme. (b) Atom number and temperature
at the end of the D1 cooling step in the RDT, as a function
of the detuning ∆, when δ is kept to zero.
(Sec. II B). In this situation, the dissipative nature of the
molasses cooling improves significantly the phase-space
density reached after transfer into the optical dipole trap.
We account for the effect of the space-dependent light
shift by ramping the laser parameters, as we describe in
the following.
The laser beams creating the gray molasses are over-
lapped on polarizing beam splitters with the MOT
beams, which fixes their polarization to circular with op-
posite helicity compared to the MOT beams. The cooler
and repumper beams are blue-detuned relative to the
F = 9/2 → F ′ = 7/2 and F = 7/2 → F ′ = 7/2 tran-
sitions respectively. We define ∆ as the detuning of the
cooling beam relative to the bare (in the absence of light
shift) 9/2 → 7/2 line and δ = ωrep − ωcool + ωhf , where
ωcool is the frequency of the cooling beam, ωrep is the fre-
quency of the repumper and ωhf is the hyperfine splitting
in the ground state of 40K; see Fig. 9(a).
After the compression of the K MOT, the gradient of
magnetic field is set to zero, and residual homogeneous
magnetic fields are canceled to the level of 10 mG. The
D2 light is switched off and D1 light is switched on. The
RDT is turned on beforehand during the MOT and its
power is kept unchanged (see Sec. II B). At this point
the cloud sits on top of the crossed RDT, though being
larger.
Because the polarizability of the excited state at
1064 nm is negative, the transition is shifted to higher
frequency by the AC Stark shift in the center of the trap
compared to the wings of the potential. We therefore
use a two-step D1 cooling scheme, in which the inten-
sities and the detuning ∆ are first kept constant and
then tuned in linear ramps. During the initial capture
phase of 0.6 ms, the power and detunings are kept con-
stant at Icool = 5.8 Isat,770, I
rep = 0.11 Isat,770 and
δ = 0,∆ = 3 Γ770 (where Isat,770 = 1.70 mW cm
−2 is
the saturation intensity of the D1 line of K and Γ770 its
natural linewidth), which are the parameters found to be
optimal for D1 cooling in free space. In the second phase,
powers are ramped down in 20 ms to Icool = 0.18 Isat and
Irep ≈ 0.01 Isat while the cooler and repumper are de-
tuned further to the blue. The ramp of frequencies thus
allows us to cool atoms from the outer region into the
trap. Figure 9(b) shows the final atom number and tem-
perature of the K cloud as the final value of ∆ is varied.
We achieve a temperature of 27(1) µK for a final value
∆ = 9 Γ770.
Appendix D: Interspecies thermalization
We summarize here the model developed by Mosk et
al. [95], which describes the thermalization between two
species in a harmonic trap (we assume here that the two
species have the same central position). We reproduce in
particular the relation between the elastic cross section
σel and the thermalization time τ . First we calculate the
total collision rate Γcoll = σelvrelI. The mean relative
velocity is obtained as
vrel =
√
8kB
pi
(
TK
mK
+
TDy
mDy
)
. (D1)
Assuming a thermal density distribution of the two com-
ponents, one calculates the overlap integral
I = NKNDyω¯
3
Dy
(
2pikBTDy
mDy
)−3/2(
1 +
αDy
αK
TK
TDy
)−3/2
.
(D2)
Based on the ratios of polarizabilities, masses and tem-
peratures, we define the quantity
A =
(
1 +
mDy
mK
TK
TDy
)1/2(
1 +
αDy
αK
TK
TDy
)−3/2
. (D3)
Combining (D1,-D3) we deduce the collision rate
Γcoll = σrel
mDyω¯
3
Dy
pi2kBTDy
NDyNKA . (D4)
We assume [95] that the average energy transfer during
one Dy-K collision is given by ∆E = ξkB(TK − TDy),
where ξ = 4mDymK/(mDy + mK)
2 accounts for the ef-
fect of the mass imbalance. Using this expression, we
obtain the relation relating the collision rate Γcoll and
the thermalization time τ
τ−1 =
1
∆T
d
dt
∆T = ξ
NDy +NK
3NDyNK
Γcoll (D5)
One finally finds the relation
τ−1 = σel
ξ
3pi2
mDyω¯
3
Dy
kBTDy
(NDy +NK)A (D6)
between the thermalization time and the scattering cross
section. Given the mass and polarizability ratios of Dy
12
and K [77], there is only a weak dependence of A on the
temperature ratio for the range of temperatures that we
consider. We calculate A ≈ 1.5, which allows us to ana-
lyze the near-exponential thermalization curve presented
in Fig. 8.
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